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ABSTRACT

An estimated 20% of patients admitted to hospital wards are a�ected

by delirium. Early detection is recommended to treat underlying

causes of delirium, however workforce strain in general wards often

causes it to remain undetected. This work proposes a robotic imple-

mentation of the Confusion Assessment Method for the Intensive

Care Unit (CAM-ICU) to aid early detection of delirium. Interactive

features of the assessment are performed by Human-robot Inter-

action while a Transformer-based deep learning model predicts

the Richmond Agitation Sedation Scale (RASS) level of the patient

from image sequences; thermal imaging is used to maintain patient

anonymity. A user study involving 18 participants role-playing

each of alert, agitated, and sedated levels of the RASS is performed

to test the HRI components and collect a dataset for deep learn-

ing. The HRI system achieved accuracies of 1.0 and 0.833 for the

inattention and disorganised thinking features of the CAM-ICU,

respectively, while the trained action recognition model achieved a

mean accuracy of 0.852 on the classi�cation of RASS levels during

cross-validation. The three features represent a complete set of

capabilities for automated delirium detection using the CAM-ICU,

and the results demonstrate the feasibility of real-world deployment

in hospital general wards.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Human-centered computing→ Human computer interac-

tion (HCI); • Computer systems organization→ Robotics; •

Applied computing→ Health care information systems; • Com-

puting methodologies→ Vision for robotics.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Delirium is the onset of confusion resulting from an underlying

physical illness and a�ecting 20% of patients admitted to hospital

wards [1]. The condition is associated with poorer clinical outcomes

in patients, including higher 6-month mortality rates and extended

length of stay in hospitals [13]. It also negatively a�ects healthcare

professionals, where aggressive patient behaviours expose sta� to

safety risks, increased anxiety, and disruption to medical duties [2].

As a result, signi�cant material and personnel costs are incurred.

For example, the average German hospital ward spends 948,000e

annually on delirium patients [37], while the total economic cost of

delirium in Australia was estimated at £4.3 billion between 2016 and

2017 [26]. Furthermore, the transfer of susceptible patients from

intensive care unit (ICU) to general wards often leads to insu�cient

care and reporting of delirium, given high patient to nurse ratios

[15]. Unforeseen spikes in hospital demand - such as epidemics -

are also expected to hinder detection of patient deterioration due

to workforce strain [38].

The prevention of delirium directly improves the well-being of

patients, healthcare professionals and families by reducing negative

physical and mental e�ects of the condition across all parties [1,

2]. The prevention of long-term complications brought about by

delirium, such as dementia [26], present further positive outlook

for patients discharged from hospitals. Still, though early detection

and prevention is recommended to improve outcomes of delirium,

hypoactive symptoms are often misdiagnosed as depression [2].

The mentioned adverse e�ects of late detection motivate the

need for automated assessment of delirium, where human-robot

interaction and action recognition technologies can aid healthcare

sta� in the early detection of symptoms. However, the nature of

delirium poses signi�cant research challenges in action recognition,

as symptoms present themselves across movement, communication,

and thought patterns [1], where the reliance on visual data only

limits modes of detection.

Commercially-available action recognition systems often feature

low-dimensional thermal infrared input, limiting their applications

to coarse tasks such as the detection of falls and movement pat-

terns across rooms. Such systems are not applicable to the task of

delirium detection, where �ne movements are monitored to test for

agitation and sedation [17, 29]. Similar works detect delirium via

electroencephalogram (EEG) readings [32, 35]. Yet, the addition of

contact sensors can cause discomfort and increase risk of patient

harm, while nurses express a need for wireless sensors due to high

numbers of cables present at ICU beds [27].
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Of the works that utilise machine vision for patient monitor-

ing, many use RGB camera images that can uniquely identify pa-

tients [10, 22, 39], negatively impacting data privacy and patient

anonymity. Lyra et al. [21] achieve patient monitoring by applying

deep learning to thermal images; however, hardware costs limit the

scalability of �xed thermal cameras across multiple hospital beds.

Transformers represent a recent shift towards attention mecha-

nisms in deep learning architectures for sequence modelling, out-

performing well-established Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) methods while signi�cantly re-

ducing computational complexity by a highly parallelised architec-

ture [36]. Recent advances in transformers for action recognition

[23] motivate the feasibility of their use for delirium detection in

hospital wards, addressing the limitations of commercially-available

systems and related works. Transformers are at the state of the art in

natural language processing at the time of writing, and are starting

to be applied to machine vision tasks [11, 23] in place of Convolu-

tional Neural Networks (CNNs) to achieve high accuracy at much

lower computational cost. CNN, RNN, and LSTM-based methods

are shown to be e�ective at recognising patient activities, however

no works were found that explore transformers for vision-based

action recognition in medical settings.

Both the CAM-ICU and RASS rely on interaction to determine

states of confusion and reactivity to stimuli in patients. Based on

the success of previous works in HRI that use multi-modal inter-

action to enable social tasks [16, 31, 34], this work aims to reduce

workforce strain by automating interactive elements of the CAM-

ICU traditionally performed by healthcare sta�. Speech, haptic,

and vision capabilities of humanoid robots [28] identi�ed them

as suitable candidates for HRI implementation, while the physical

embodiment of interaction creates audio and visual stimuli from

which patient attention can be monitored for RASS classi�cation.

We propose an automated delirium detection system based on

Machine Vision and Human-robot Interaction (HRI) to help reduce

the load of continuous assessment required by trained healthcare

professionals. The system implements features of the Confusion

Assessment Method for Intensive Care Units (CAM-ICU) used to

detect delirium [14] as a robotic system. A socially assistive robot

is programmed to detect inattention and disorganised thinking

by interviewing patients through HRI, while a transformer-based

deep learning model predicts agitation-sedation levels using 2D

skeleton keypoints extracted from thermal image sequences of the

interaction. The features detected during HRI can then be used to

track delirium over time following the CAM-ICUmedical algorithm.

Delirium detection using thermal cameras thus addresses limita-

tions of low-dimensional and contact-based action recognition in

healthcare, while thermal imaging and 2D skeleton extraction in-

creases anonymity by reducing the number of features that can be

used to uniquely identify patients.

2 METHODOLOGY

2.1 Overview

This project proposes an adaptation of the CAM-ICU algorithm for

delirium detection [14] into a robotic system to aid healthcare sta�

in wards with high patient-nurse ratios. The method involves the

diagnosis of four features for use in a medical algorithm (Figure 1)

to determine if a patient is delirium positive or negative. Of the four

features, two are based on interaction with healthcare sta�, while

one measures the state of the patient using other tools such as the

RASS, described in further detail below. The last features tracks the

�uctuation of state over time, accounting for the sudden onset of

symptoms associated with delirium. The CAM-ICU was validated

in a study across 111 mechanically ventilated patients [12].

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

Confusion Assessment Method for the ICU (CAM-ICU) Flowsheet 

CAM-ICU negative 
NO DELIRIUM 

CAM-ICU positive 
DELIRIUM Present 

4. Disorganized Thinking: 

 
1. Will a stone float on water? 

2. Are there fish in the sea?  

3. Does one pound weigh more than two? 

4. Can you use a hammer to pound a nail? 

 
Command:  “Hold up this many fingers” (Hold up 2 fingers) 

          “Now do the same thing with the other hand” (Do not demonstrate)   
            OR    “Add one more finger” (If patient unable to move both arms) 

0 - 1 

Error 

> 1 Error 

CAM-ICU negative 
NO DELIRIUM 

CAM-ICU negative 
NO DELIRIUM 

3. Altered Level of Consciousness 

      Current RASS level 
  

RASS other 

than zero 

 RASS = zero  

2. Inattention: 

• “Squeeze my hand when I say the letter ‘A’.” 
Read the following sequence of letters:  
  S A V E A H A A R T   or   C A S A B L A N C A   or   A B A D B A D A A Y 

ERRORS: No squeeze with ‘A’ & Squeeze on letter other than ‘A’ 
 

•  If unable to complete Letters  Pictures 

0 - 2 

Errors 

> 2 Errors 

NO 

1. Acute Change or Fluctuating Course of Mental Status: 

• Is there an acute change from mental status baseline?    OR 

• Has the patient’s mental status fluctuated during the past 24 hours? 

YES 

Copyright © 2002, E. Wesley Ely, MD, MPH and Vanderbilt University, all rights reserved 

Figure 1: Flowsheet of the CAM-ICU algorithm. Excerpt from

the CAM-ICU educational materials (unrestricted in terms

of use).

The Richmond Agitation-Sedation Scale (RASS) is a 10-level scale

describing the level of sedation or agitation of a patient, aimed at as-

sessing the appropriate dosage of sedative medication administered

to patients in ICU wards [29]. The scale ranges from “unarousable”

(-5) to “alert” (0) to “combative” (+4), specifying a 3-step procedure

to test for features of each level. The RASS achieved high inter-

rater reliability among �ve investigators assessing sedation in its

validation study in the ICU [29], and is recommended across two

features in the CAM-ICU to detect delirium.

Of the four features, Features 2 and 4 - Inattention and Dis-

organised Thinking - were deemed appropriate for human-robot

interaction (HRI) solutions, requiring logic across behaviours in-

volving multi-modal interaction. The SoftBank Robotics Pepper

platform was chosen for HRI, as it features o�-the-shelf access

to capabilities required by the CAM-ICU, such as touch sensing,

text-to-speech, speech recognition, and camera input [28].

Motivated by related work in patient monitoring by [32, 39], this

work aims to classify Feature 3 - Altered level of conciousness - by

predicting RASS scores through a machine learning model trained

on time-series data. Di�ering from the use of EEG signals to predict

sedation-agitation levels in [32], this work proposes machine vision-

based RASS classi�cation using the AcT transformer model, taking

time-series, 2D skeleton data extracted from a thermal image device

using OpenPose as an input.

Feature 1 - Acute Onset - tracks patient status over time, and

thus the implementation of Features 2-4 described above provide

full coverage of features required to detect delirium in hospitals
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using CAM-ICU. The following subsections outline the research

methodology of developing a robotic system for delirium detec-

tion, including the implementation, testing, and validation of the

proposed modules.

The initial concept design of the proposed system is depicted

in Figure 2. Skeleton keypoints from human pose estimation were

chosen as visual features to be extracted from thermal images for the

action recognition model, due to their wide success across previous

works [3, 19, 23, 24, 30, 40].

(a) CAM-ICU feature detection

(b) Action Recognition sub-process

Figure 2: System Concept Design

Sliding windows and de-noising are implemented to classify

frame sequences of arbitrary length using the �xed input size AcT

architecture, described in further detail in Section 2.2.

2.2 Implementation

CAM-ICU Feature 2: letters attention via touch sensing. In detect-

ing the inattention feature of the CAM-ICU, the robot utters each

letter of the word "SAVEAHAART" while users are required to tap

the top of its hand upon hearing the letter "A". A beep noise is

emitted on touch input as audio feedback. User input is compared

against the ground truth to compute the absolute error.

CAM-ICU Feature 4 (1): yes/no questions and speech recognition.

The �rst component of the disorganised thinking feature is detected

by speech interaction based on four yes/no logic questions asked

by the robot: "can a stone �oat on water?", "are there �sh in the

sea?", "does one pound weigh more than two pounds?", "can you

hit a nail with a hammer?". Speech recognition will register user

input for each question, compared against ground truth to compute

the absolute error.

CAM-ICU Feature 4 (2): gesture recognition for commands. The

second component of the disorganised thinking feature is detected

by hand gesture recognition based on a command given by the

robot. Hand gesture recognition is built on Google’s MediaPipe

Hands API [20] and implemented as a TCP/IP server to accept

requests from NAOqi scripts. For each �nger in a hand detected

from an image using MediaPipe, the angle from the wrist to the

metacarpophalangeal joint (MCP) is aligned along the y-axis of

the image frame such that the �nger - de�ned from the MCP to

the tip - is assumed to be “up” at an angle between −
c

4
and c

4
,

and “down” otherwise. The result of gesture recognition is a 5-bit

string indicating “up” or “down” for each �nger, along with a string

indicating the handedness (“Left”, “Right”) of the detection.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: MediaPipe for hand state prediction. (a) Visual de-

piction of �nger state prediction in the image G,~ frame. (B)

Example of a hand state prediction "01100 Right" (note that

input images are assumed to be mirrored)

The detection process is as follows. The robot �rst displays an

image of two �ngers and asks the user to hold up as many �ngers.

The most common detected hand gesture out of 10 is then taken as

a user response, represented by the process “hand state prediction”.

Following this, the robot will ask the user to repeat the process

with their other hand. The error defaults to 0, where any incorrect

user response results in an error of 1.

(a) Input image (b) OpenPose skeleton overlay

Figure 4: 2D skeleton extraction on thermal images using

OpenPose

CAM-ICU Feature 3: image-based RASS prediction. The Open-

Pose human pose estimation library was used to achieve skeleton

keypoint extraction in this project, packaged in a CUDA-enabled

Docker container for GPU support and portability of code. The
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package performs a forward pass of OpenPose on each frame of

each input video, and outputs the extracted skeleton keypoints and

labels for each frame. Figure 4 shows an example of 2D skeleton

extraction on an input thermal image.

Figure 5: Overview of the AcT architecture applied to thermal

image-based RASS classi�cation. Figure adapted from the

AcT architecture overview in [23].

As in skeleton keypoint extraction, the AcT transformer model is

implemented in a Docker package for portability of code. The orig-

inal implementations of AcT and the MPOSE2021 data loader were

adapted to support custom datasets and use in other applications.

Figure 5 depicts an overview of the proposed architecture.

Given the task of classifying video input of arbitrary length, a

sliding window parameterised by frameskip, size, and stride was

implemented to extract sequences of frames for use in the �xed

input size AcT architecture. Frameskip determines the sampling rate

of frames from input data, where higher values extract data across

a longer duration at the cost of losing �ner motion information

captured in skipped frames. Size and stride control the number of

frames included in the window and its step size as it slides across

time series data, respectively.

The use of sliding windows to extract subsets of input data can

result in noisy predictions where di�erent frames of the same video

are given di�erent classi�cations. This work proposes to de-noise

outputs by taking the mode of predictions across a video as its

classi�cation; this process is visible in Figures 9 and 10.

2.3 Action Recognition Training Methodology

Based on the CAM-ICU �ow sheet in Figure 1, the task of action

recognition for detecting an altered state of consciousness is to

predict the RASS level of a user given a video of their interaction

with the HRI component of the proposed solution. A RASS dataset

was collected for this task during the user study described in Section

2.4, comprising videos of participants completing the HRI task

portraying one of each of the alert, sedated and agitated RASS states.

For each video — organised by actor — data points are generated

from each frame by extracting the 2D skeleton of the participant

using OpenPose and labelling it with the RASS level portrayed.

Due to the small sample size of participants in the dataset and

high similarity within data points of the same actor in successive

video frames, 6-fold cross-validation between actors is proposed to

assess the performance and generalisability of machine learning

solutions to RASS prediction. For each of the 6 folds, the dataset is

thus split into 15 actors for training with 3 actors held out as unseen

data for the test set. Data points in the training set - regardless

of actor - are further split randomly into training and validation

subsets in a 10 : 1 ratio to validate performance at train time.

The Support Vector Machine (SVM) was chosen as a baseline

for the RASS task, as it directly uses features in the data to �nd

hyperplanes for classi�cation [9], opposed to learned attention in

AcT. The same 30-frame sequences of 2D skeleton features were

used across both methods, albeit �attened in the SVM since it does

not incorporate positional embeddings present in transformers.

AcT was also trained on the benchmark MPOSE2021 action

recognition dataset [23] for the comparison of metrics against the

RASS task and for use as a base model for transfer learning.

Training

Training epochs 350

Batch size 512

Optimizer AdamW

Warmup epochs 30%

Step epochs 80%

Regularisation

Weight decay 1e-4

Label smoothing 0.1

Dropout 0.3

Random �ip 0%

Random noise f 0.0

Table 1: AcT model training and regularisation parameters

Based on empirical hyperparameter tuning, the following pa-

rameters for AcT and the SVM that obtained the best mean bal-

anced accuracy during grid search were selected to train models for

the �nal results in Section 3: AcT {"frameskip":30, "size":30,

"stride":1}; SVM {"kernel":"RBF", "C":10, "gamma":0.001}.

All other training and regularisation parameters of AcT are set

to the values in Table 1, while all other parameters of the SVM are

set to the scikit-learn [25] defaults.

2.4 Experimental set-up

The set-up for the user study is depicted in Figure 6a. A hospital-like

environment is recreated with an adjustable bed and blanket, where

participants are instructed to remove any footwear and sit as shown

in the diagram. The Pepper robot is positioned diagonally to the left

of the user and programmed to detect Features 2 (Inattention) and

4 (Disorganised Thinking) of the CAM-ICU in sequence, following

the implementation described in Section 2.2.

A 160×120px resolution FLIR E30 thermal imaging camera is

mounted on a tripod 2.25m in front of the user at a height of 1.6m,

oriented in portrait such that the entirety of the bed is captured in

frame (Figure 6b) - measurements are subject to change depending

on the �eld of view of the camera lens. The temperature range

for thermal imaging is set to 27.5–37.6 degrees Celcius to capture

human surface temperatures as well as heat transfer to clothing
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: (a) Panoramic view of the user study set-up (b) Fixed

camera set up in the user study

and bedding. Optionally, an RGB camera is placed next to the ther-

mal camera to mitigate project risks related to human keypoint

extraction in thermal images.

Due to the lack of a publicly available dataset for thermal video-

based delirium detection, the user study involved 18 participants

comprised of researchers at the Bristol Robotics Lab, selected in line

with the Ethical Review Checklist for Postgraduate Taught Mod-

ules. All participants were assumed to be in an alert state (RASS =

0). Participants were briefed on the purpose and procedure of the

user study, as well as on agitated, sedated, and alert behaviour pat-

terns present in the RASS.Before the actual experimental recording,

participants underwent the HRI-based CAM-ICU once to be famil-

iarised with the system. Then, each each participant underwent the

HRI-based CAM-ICU under 3 conditions in a random order: in an

alert state with scores collected as quantitative results, role-playing

as a patient with RASS > 0 (agitated), and role-playing as a patient

with RASS < 0 (sedated).

A total of 54 labelled videos were collected from 18 participants

in the user study, each having completed or role-played the task in

the alert, sedated, and agitated states. The three states correspond

to zero, negative, and positive scores on the RASS, respectively. The

data comprises 244415 frames over 8147.38 seconds (135 minutes, 47

seconds), each depicting a thermal image containing a participant

in the �xed camera view as shown in Figure 6b.

2.5 Data Collection and Metrics

The following data was collected for each of the 18 participants:

personal details (occupation, �eld, age, gender, height, weight, �rst

language); RGB and thermal video data of engagement in HRI in

three states — alert with RASS = 0, role-playing RASS > 0, and

role-playing RASS < 0. The following dependent measures were

collected during the experiments:

• Inattention errors from 0-10 recorded in the alert assessment.

• Disorganised thinking (1) errors from 0-4 recorded in the

alert assessment.

• Disorganised thinking (2) errors from 0-1 recorded in the

alert assessment.

• Time taken for each HRI task.

The following metrics were used to measure the success of the

HRI, person detection, and action recognition modules:

• Absolute error: Absolute error n01B is de�ned as the total

number of incorrect values output by a system, yielding an

absolute measure of the total number of failure cases.

• Relative error: Relative error nA4; =
n01B
#

is de�ned as a

fraction of the absolute error over the total number of test

cases # . The metric describes the failure of a module over

the total number of test cases.

• Accuracy: Accuracy 0 is de�ned as the total number of

correct values output by a system over the total number of

test cases # . The metric describes the success of a module

over the total number of test cases.

Additionally, Balanced accuracy was selected to measure the

success of the action recognition component, based on metrics

presented in [23]. Balanced accuracy is de�ned as the average of

recall calculated for each class [4, 25], describing the success of the

model accounting for imbalanced datasets.

3 RESULTS

A total of 54 labelled videos were collected from 18 participants in

the user study, each having completed or role-played the task in

the alert, sedated, and agitated states. The three states correspond

to zero, negative, and positive scores on the RASS, respectively. The

data comprises 244415 frames over 8147.38 seconds (135 minutes, 47

seconds), each depicting a thermal image containing a participant

in the �xed camera view as shown in Figure 6b.

3.1 HRI Results

Feature Abs. error Rel. error False positives Acc.

Inattention 0 0.0 0 1.0

(1) 10 0.139
3 0.833

(2) 6 0.333

Table 2: Summary of participant performance in the HRI

user study. (1) and (2) refer to Disorganized Thinking

From Table 2, No errors were recorded from participants under

assessment for the inattention feature of the CAM-ICU, yielding

no false positives (FP). This results in an accuracy of 1.0 for Feature

2 of the CAM-ICU.

Table 2 further shows that 10 errors were encountered in the

logical question part (DT1) of the disorganised thinking feature,

along with 6 errors in the gesture command part (DT2). Four of the

errors in DT1 resulted from non-detection in the speech recognition

engine, while the remaining six were due to incorrect participant

answers. As for DT2 errors, three resulted from non-detection of

hands by MediaPipe, with the remaining three caused by the mis-

counting of �ngers in participant hand gestures.

Three false positives were identi�ed in the HRI user study, all

of which occurring in the disorganised thinking feature (Table 2).

Two of the false positives exhibit incorrect responses in DT1 and

non-detection in DT2, while the remaining one results from non-

detection in both DT1 and DT2. The Inattention module had the

best performance with a relative error of 0.0, while the DT2 module

performed the worst with a relative error of approximately 0.333.
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The mean and standard deviation of the time taken to complete

the HRI task were computed to be approximately 143.88s and 8.79s,

respectively, while the maximum and minimum duration recorded

were 158.33s and 117.27s, respectively.

3.2 Person Detection Results

It can be assumed that exactly one human participant is captured

in every labelled thermal image frame obtained from the user study.

As such, metrics in Section 2.5 are computed for each frame by the

number of humans extracted by OpenPose, given a target value of

exactly 1.

Metric Cumulative Per Participant

Total frames 244415 -

Absolute error 3692 -

Relative error 0.015 0.014 ± 0.034

Accuracy 0.985 0.986 ± 0.034

Table 3:Metrics computed across the entire user study dataset

Figure 7: Relative error of person detection

Figure 8: Examples of frameswhere no personswere detected;

participants are anonymised for privacy.

Table 3 tabulates person detection metrics computed on the user

study dataset. From Figure 7, it can be seen that relative error is not

evenly distributed among participants, where participants 10 and 18

show signi�cantly higher relative errors than others in the dataset.

Qualitatively, Figure 8 shows three images from these participants

where no persons were detected. Participants are seen to assume

slouched postures, where generalisation to thermal images may

prove challenging due to a lack of representative data in the RGB

dataset on which OpenPose was trained.

3.3 Action Recognition Results

Train Validation Test

Fold Accuracy Accuracy Acc. Bal. Mode

1 0.999 1.0 0.776 0.777 0.889

2 0.999 0.996 0.716 0.717 0.889

3 1.0 1.0 0.645 0.653 0.778

4 0.996 1.0 0.770 0.765 0.889

5 0.999 1.0 0.737 0.732 0.889

6 1.0 1.0 0.679 0.68 0.778

Mean 0.999 0.999 0.720 0.721 0.852

SD 0.001 0.001 0.047 0.044 0.052

Table 4: Metrics obtained during 6-fold cross-validation of

AcT on the thermal RASS dataset

Table 4 tabulates the �nal train, validation and test set metrics

obtained from AcT during 6-fold cross-validation on the RASS

prediction task (Section 2.4) using hyperparameters in Section 2.3.

The generated loss curves were consistent over all folds and con-

verged by amaximum of 82 epochs using early stopping (patience =

15) and the model that obtained the highest validation accuracy

was selected for testing at the end of each fold.

From Table 4, it is seen that AcT attained high train and valida-

tion accuracies across all folds; both sets showing a mean accuracy

of 0.999 and standard deviation of 0.001. The train and validation

accuracies are signi�cantly higher than that of the test set, with a

mean of 0.720 and standard deviation of 0.047. Given that each class

appears in an equal number of videos in the RASS dataset (Section

2.4), AcT is seen to obtain similar accuracy and balanced accuracy

scores across all folds in the RASS prediction task. De-noising by

taking the mode of each video is shown to exhibit increased perfor-

mance over frame-level prediction, where mode accuracy is greater

the accuracy and balanced accuracy metrics computed for all folds

in cross-validation (Figure 4).

Table 5 tabulates scoring metrics on the RASS task, organised

by actor. Comparing Tables 4 and 5, mean balanced accuracy is

similar when organising results by fold and actor, at 0.721 and

0.714, respectively. However, it can be seen that standard deviation

is signi�cantly higher between actors over folds, recorded at 0.155

and 0.044, respectively. The highest mean balanced accuracy was

achieved on actor 11 in fold 1 (0.919), while the lowest was in actor

7 of fold 5 (0.43). No mode accuracy below 0.666 was recorded for

any actor, while AcT achieved mode accuracy of 1.0 for 10 actors

during cross-validation.

Qualitatively, Figures 9 and 10 visualise the performance of AcT,

before and after de-noising, respectively. Each fold comprises 3

actors portraying 1 of each of the alert, sedated and agitated RASS

states. Videos are delimited by transitions in the target column

value for each actor. As an example, the target column of actor 6
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Fold Actor Accuracy Balanced Mode

1

1 0.894 0.893 1.0

11 0.925 0.919 1.0

12 0.482 0.484 0.667

2

0 0.595 0.597 0.667

5 0.755 0.755 1.0

14 0.805 0.799 1.0

3

6 0.44 0.44 0.667

8 0.648 0.696 0.667

13 0.821 0.814 1.0

4

4 0.826 0.832 1.0

9 0.628 0.615 0.667

10 0.856 0.84 1.0

5

2 0.857 0.854 1.0

7 0.48 0.43 0.667

17 0.827 0.831 1.0

6

3 0.535 0.554 0.667

15 0.66 0.669 0.667

16 0.83 0.837 1.0

Mean 0.715 0.714 0.852

SD 0.153 0.155 0.166

Table 5: Test metrics obtained during 6-fold cross-validation

of AcT, organised by actor.

contains three sequences of agitated, sedated, and alert frames, in

order; each sequence represents a video of the actor portraying

the target RASS level. Meanwhile, the predicted column of Figure

9 shows the Fold 2 AcT model exhibiting a number of errors in

RASS prediction, with “agitated” frames predicted as “sedated”,

“sedated” frames predicted as “agitated”, and so on. By taking the

mode prediction for each video sequence in Figure 9, the de-noised

result in 10 is obtained. In the case of actor 6, all errors are �ltered

by de-noising, leading to the predicted column matching the target

column in Figure 10.

The e�ects of de-noising can be observed across all actors and

folds, where inconsistent frame-level predictions in Figure 9 are

�ltered to 46 correctly classi�ed videos out of 54 in Figure 10.

Figure 9: Example visual representation of AcT results on

the collected dataset

Table 6 compares the performance of AcT against other baseline

models on the RASS task, as well as against AcT trained on the

benchmark MPOSE2021 action recognition dataset.

The hyperparameters selected in Section 2.3 were used to train

AcT and the SVM on the RASS task, while those in Table 1 were used

Figure 10: Example visual representation of AcT results on

the collected dataset, de-noised.

to train AcT onMPOSE2021. The results of a dummy classi�er, set to

always predict the most frequent label in the training set given any

input, are included in the comparison, demonstrating performance

when all input features are ignored during classi�cation.

Model Task Transfer

learn-

ing

Pre-

trained

on

Mean

accu-

racy

Mean

bal-

anced

Mean

mode

AcT RASS No - 0.720 0.721 0.852

AcT RASS Yes MPOSE’21 0.718 0.718 0.833

SVM RASS No - 0.686 0.686 0.796

Dummy RASS No - 0.333 0.333 0.333

AcT MPOSE’21 No - 0.889 0.841 -

Table 6: Accuracy, balanced accuracy, andmode accuracymet-

rics obtained across di�erent models and action recognition

tasks. The mean mode accuracy of AcT on RASS exceeds the

mean balanced accuracy of AcT on MPOSE2021.

From Table 6, all models that leverage features (AcT, SVM) out-

performed the dummy classi�er baseline which scored 0.333 across

all three accuracy metrics, consistent with a near-equal split be-

tween alert, agitated, and sedated labels in the RASS dataset. Trained

from random initial weights, AcT scored the highest across all three

metrics in the RASS task, with a mean accuracy, balanced accuracy,

and mode accuracy of 0.720, 0.721, and 0.852, respectively. Train-

ing only the �nal dense layers of AcT, transfer learning from the

MPOSE2021 dataset obtained slightly lower results than the model

trained fully on the RASS task. The SVM model obtained the lowest

scores of the models trained on the RASS task, however signi�-

cantly outperforming the dummy classi�er with mean accuracy,

balanced accuracy, and mode accuracy scores of 0.686, 0.686, and

0.796, respectively. In comparing di�erent action recognition tasks,

the mean accuracy and balanced accuracy of AcT on MPOSE2021

were signi�cantly higher than those of all models on the RASS task.

4 DISCUSSION

The performance results of the user study in Table 2 show that the

HRI implementations of Features 2 and 4 of the CAM-ICU scored

accuracies of 1.0 and 0.833, respectively, with three false positives

(FP) for Disorganised Thinking (Feature 4) out of 18 participants in

total. As already mentioned, these were found to be due to either in-

correct responses or their response not being detected. Alternative

text-to-speech agents or text output to a screen may be considered

to improve the clarity of speech during DT1.

Additionally, our results show that FP participants were the only

cases where hand gestures were not detected in DT2. Observations
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during the study revealed that gestures were outside the �eld of

view of the Pepper robot’s camera in such cases, where detailed

usage instructions or a shorter focal length camera lens may reduce

such errors. Aside from non-detection, the number of �ngers in

DT2 were miscounted on three occasions, contributing to a higher

relative error of 0.333 in Table 2. Counting errors were often ob-

served as false positives in the thumb or ring �nger, indicating that

more robust geometry incorporating joints between the �nger MCP

and tip (Figure 3a) is required for accurate hand state prediction.

RASS prediction for Feature 3 of the CAM-ICU achieved a mean

accuracy of 0.852 when taking the mode prediction of each video

as its classi�cation (Table 4). While the trained AcT model distin-

guishes only between positive, zero, and negative RASS scores, the

results outperform previous work in delirium detection using deep

learning on EEG signals, where [32] shows a median accuracy of

0.7 predicting RASS between 0 and −5 while allowing for 1 level

of di�erence to constitute a true positive. On the other hand, [35]

achieves a sensitivity of 1.0 and speci�city of 0.96 on delirium de-

tection (see Section 1), however do not include a train-test split

to test for generalisation, and are thus comparable to the mean

training accuracy of 0.999 of AcT (Table 4) where predictions are

made on examples previously seen by the model. The results of

RASS prediction carried out in this work are thus shown to be on

par with related works in the �eld of delirium detection, prompt-

ing future work into the collection of data to test scalability and

generalisability in real-world hospital settings.

From a machine vision perspective, the comparison between

the AcT and SVM models on the RASS prediction task highlight

the e�ectiveness of 2D skeleton keypoints as features for action

recognition. From Table 6, the SVM is seen to exhibit performance

close to that of the AcT models, at a mean balanced accuracy of

0.686 compared to 0.721 recorded for AcT. Given the lack of at-

tention mechanisms for learning patterns in the data, relatively

high performance of the SVM model re�ects on the need for ef-

fective feature extraction in action recognition problems. Table

6 also demonstrates that AcT retains e�ective transfer learning

capabilities present in the Vision Transformer [11] from which

its architecture was adapted. This is evidenced by an AcT model,

pre-trained on MPOSE2021 and transferred to the RASS task by

training only the �nal two layers, approaching the performance of

a similar model trained from scratch on the RASS dataset.

Overall, the proposed system for delirium detection achieved

accuracies of 1.0 and 0.833 for Features 2 (inattention) and 4 (dis-

organised thinking) of the CAM-ICU, respectively, and a mean ac-

curacy of 0.852 on Feature 3 (altered state of consciousness) when

the mode RASS prediction is taken for each input video. Results

were obtained across a relatively diverse set of participants in terms

of gender and body type, and �rst language (nine di�erent �rst

languages), promoting the generalisability of the machine vision

for action recognition and HRI components respectively.

The implementation of Features 2-4 represent a complete solu-

tion to the robotic detection of features in the CAM-ICU, where

inattention and disorganised thinking are determined by HRI, while

an altered state of consciousness is predicted from a video of the

interaction by a trained AcT model. When deployed in a hospital

setting, Feature 1 (sudden onset) can be computed by tracking �uc-

tuations in Feature 3 over time. The mean time of the assessment

was recorded at 143.88s with a standard deviation of 8.79s (Sec-

tion 3.1), meaning a single robot may assess up to 25 patients per

hour. Given comparable performance to previous works in delirium

detection using EEG electrodes attached to patients [32, 35], the

results of the proposed system show promise towards a contact-free

solution to automated delirium detection in hospital wards.

However, a number of limitations were identi�ed in the user

study in Section 2.4 a�ecting the validity and reliability of the HRI

results and data collected for the RASS dataset. The external va-

lidity of the user study is limited by the use of alert and healthy

participants as well as the laboratory-based set up in Figure 6a. By

only involving alert participants role-playing di�erent RASS levels,

the HRI results and trained models may not re�ect performance on

the target group of patients in hospital wards, where responses to

the robot and RASS behaviours exhibited may di�er signi�cantly in

real-life settings. Participants were briefed on RASS levels using the

CAM-ICU training manual, however information on behaviours

may be interpreted di�erently across participants. As such, portray-

als of agitation and sedation in collected data may be inconsistent

or inaccurate to actual behaviours in patients with delirium.

While the goal of this work was to evaluate the technical fea-

sibility of a HRI system for autonomous delirium detection, user

perception and acceptance are key considerations that will need

to be addressed in future real-world implementations. Aspects of

this can include the in�uence of robot anthropomorphism [18], the

acceptance of di�erent interfaces and AI by clinicians [5–7], safety

implications [8], and gender-sensitive approaches [33].

5 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the design, development and testing of a robotic

implementation of the CAM-ICU for automated detection of delir-

ium in hospital wards. HRI routines and deep learning-based agitation-

sedation prediction were implemented to detect features of the

CAM-ICU; an 18-participant user study was conducted to validate

performance of the former modules while collecting machine learn-

ing data for the latter.

The results demonstrate the feasibility of robotic systems and

Transformer-based action recognition to aid delirium detection in

hospitals facing high workforce strain. Future work is required to

scale the user study in Section 2.4 to a real-world hospital ward,

aimed at addressing limitations to the external validity and reliabil-

ity of this work, as well as testing the feasibility of the proposed

system for automated delirium detection. Results obtained from a

hospital ward would function to validate performance the target

group of the system, using reliable data from real-world patients.

The challenges of a real-world implementation would also motivate

improvements to HRI highlighted in Section 4, while visual repre-

sentations of attention in AcT - such as plots of attention weights

in [23] - can be explored to increase the explainability of action

recognition for ethical use in medical settings.
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